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Stars
say

“I Do”
The stars of the Hallmark Channel
Original Movie Bridal Fever aren’t
the only ones eagerly anticipating a big
wedding. Hollywood nuptial news
dominates headlines more now than
ever – and when the A-List ties the knot,
no expense is spared, no detail goes
unchecked. Here are a few of
Tinseltown’s favorite trends for 2008.

Going Green
Forget blue, environmentally conscious brides need
something “green” in 2008:
Have the chauffer drive a hybrid car
Buy colorful organic fruit centerpieces
Use digital photos only; no more wasteful prints

THE FAVORITE:

Beyond The Ring
The rock on your ring finger is just the
tip of the iceberg, ladies:
Drop earrings with a hint of color
Earrings with multiple micro-set stones
Vintage pieces with big gems and
simple lines

THE FAVORITE:
A pendant featuring three graduated round diamonds
and a pear shape drop with micro-set diamond borders
from Martin Katz, Hollywood’s go-to jeweler.
martinkatz.com

Entertaining
Entertainers
Engross a room of A-Listers and their fabulous friends who
have truly seen it all:
They’ll gawk at a classic champagne fountain
Destination weddings to desolate locales are impressive
Everyone is the director with one-time-use video cameras

THE FAVORITE:
DJ’s are fun, but nothing beats the real thing.
BookingEntertainment.com can secure the
services of the hottest names in music to
serenade the dance floor with a chart-topping hit.
bookingentertainment.com

Fashionable Floral
A celebrity bride knows her bouquet is an accessory to her
dress, not just another part of the overall look of the event:
Use only one type of flower bordered by chic foliage
Try a simple bouquet and unusual or contrasting ribbon
The bouquet must be smaller than the bride’s face

THE FAVORITE:

Handmade wedding invitations from Green
Field Paper Company are crafted using
100% post consumer, earth pigments and
soy based inks and sprout wildflowers
when planted.

Return to the romantic! Prudence Designs in
NYC suggests something monochromatic.This
enables a contrast to the dress itself, but never
overpowers it. A-List weddings are no time to
take trendy risks. Play it safe and classic.

greenfieldpaper.com

prudencedesigns.net
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